Council puts off discrimination vote

Dean Woo alleges hiring discrimination occurred on basis of homosexuality

By TIM LOGAN
Assistant News Editor

After more than a year of heated debate and campus rallies, the future of the University’s legal non-discrimination clause rested in the hands of Academic Council members Thursday night.

But at their much-anticipated meeting, council members decided to postpone a vote on the proposed amendment to add sexual orientation to the clause until their Nov. 17 meeting. The Council cited a lack of definitive information on the issues of law and religion surrounding the amendment.

"As a voting member, I'd like to be as informed as possible," said Charles Kulp, professor of biological sciences, after the meeting. "I think it's a wise decision."

University president Father Edward Malloy proposed at the start of discussion that the vote be put off until next month's meeting, according to several members of the Academic Council, reserving last night's session for focused debate on the issue.

"It's a good decision," said Lewis Hall senator Sophie Fortin when informed of the decision. Fortin co-wrote the Student Senate resolution which called on the Council to approve the change.

"The strongest argument is definitely going to come out from [the research and debate]," Fortin said. "The more you know, the more it is going to come out that [approval] is the best decision."

But four members of the council separately confirmed a turn of events at the meeting that could bring the clause debate closer-to-home. Carolyn Woo, dean of the College of Business Administration, disclosed that a prospective faculty member was not offered employment after revealing to being a practicing homosexual in an hiring interview, according the four sources.

While the fall details of the incident were not relayed, Woo went on to say that the candidate was by far the most qualified applicant for the job, and that sexual practices played a substantial role in the decision not to hire that individual, the sources said.

The meeting was closed to the public; Woo was not available for questions in the night, and University officials, including provost Nathan Hatch, declined to speak on the matter.

"There is not going to be any comment on discussions that take place among Academic Council members," said Dennis Brown, associate director of Public Relations.

But Woo's alleged disclosure adds to the complexity of debate on the merits and problems associated with adding sexual orientation to the legal clause.

A major point of contention at the meeting, sources said, was the fact that the Catholic Church - and homosexual orientation - which is not opposed by Catholic teachings - and homosexual acts, which are. But the courts might not
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God and science meet on good terms at ND

By MOLLY NIKOLAS
News Writer

Although academic achievement is stressed in all disciplines, Notre Dame is first and foremost a Catholic institution, praised for its adherence to tradition and values. Spiritual life is vibrant and crucial to the Notre Dame experience as academics, athletics and the social experience.

But because of its religious background, many people overlook the growing number of students at Notre Dame that are pursuing degrees in the sciences. Last fall, 899 sophomores, juniors and seniors enrolled in the College of Science with another 725 in the College of Engineering.

While members of the science faculty hope the University will become more widely known as a leading scientific institution, Notre Dame is often overlooked as such because of its type of faculty, according to physics department chair Bruce Bunker.

"Many of the professors at Notre Dame focus more on teaching undergraduates than working on the types of research projects that would win the school national recognition in science," Bunker said. "Undergraduate
Meets the 
Faces in the 
Crowd

As I walk down the cement paths here at Notre Dame, I feel like I'm surrounded by strangers. It is as if something magical silences all conversation that can possibly happen between humans. Those forces impel people to avoid looking into each other's eyes or with their heads hang- ing down — we get only brusque answers or silence to say, "Hi," or "What's Up," to someone who may be pass- ing. We then get to our destination and find our seat in class, or walk to our room in the dorm, never realizing what a great opportu- nity we just missed. What's going on? Well let me ask you this. Have you ever been in the Law Building? What? You don't know where it is? I'll give you a hint: try South Quad. How about this: Have you ever been in Carroll? You're working so hard by now. Are you going to do your share. Then we lose part of what makes this place so great. We don't do our share. Then we lose part of what makes this place so great. What's Up. I am no hermit, and I have many friends. I might even go so far as to find out his or her name, too. Heck, you might even make a new friend. So, tell your life that was easier than you thought.

Michael Reeves
Administrative Manager
Bureau of Student Services
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The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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Knife-wielding student threatens financial aid employees

BLACKSBURG, Va.

Richard A. Ross, 29, of Abingdon, Va., was taken into custody outside of Bullis Coffee house after he expressed what Eric Famisan, a Bullis employee, who served Norton, described to the Associated Press as a 3-inch Swiss Army knife the sus- spect held behind his back. Norton then attempted to create a scene when he was asked to pay the $2.99 for his beverage. Norton then tried to pay with a $100 and got upset when Famisan said the store would be unable to make change. Norton finally paid for the drink, but not before he said to Famisan, "I'm an American. I can choose to spend my money any way I want." Famisan said Norton then pulled the knife from his pocket and slashed the weapon at his side.

Norton was arrested by the Blacksburg police on accounts of drunk in public, obstruction, larceny and assault charges when he spit in a police officer's face. Norton was held on a $7,000 bond at the Montgomery County Jail.

---

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Authorities pin arson blame on tutor

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.

The Graduate Resident Tutor for the Fourth floor of East Campus West was arraigned Oct. 5 in a case in connection with a fire at the dormitory late Friday night. The fire burned carpeting and a bulletin board of photos- tographs outside the room of the CRT. Dimitri Kouountougiannis received first and second-degree burns to his hands and face.

Police arrested Norton for larceny after Norton was found a stolen camera in his pocket, and on assault charges when he spit in a police officer's face. Norton was held on a $7,000 bond at the Montgomery County Jail.

---

University of Texas Students donate meals to homeless

AUSTIN, Texas

After two days of soliciting meal donations for its new Feed Austin program, the University Residence Hall Association has obtained about 1,200 meals to date out in areas shelters and soup kitchens where officials from the Division of Housing and Food Services said Wednesday they hope to get about 300 more meals by the end of the semester. While students' first chance to give away their extra meals ended Tuesday, another donation period will occur later this semester. The residence hall association proposed the program last year because many students had large quantities of paid-for but unused meals left on their dining cards, said Corey Utschger, the assis- tance's president. "At the end of the year they end up with little or no money left on their dining cards," Utschger said. "We need a way to donate those extra meals to the hungry." Since the program is currently on a pilot basis, students were only allowed to donate two meals each.
**Assailant attacks student at ATM**

By DEREK BETCHER
American News Editor

Yesterday evening a Notre Dame graduate student was attacked while making an ATM withdrawal from the Notre Dame Federal Credit Union, according to the assistant director of University security Chuck Hurley. The assailant fled after a skirmish with the student, who was not harmed and did not experience any theft of money or property.

At approximately 8:20 p.m. the student began a transaction at the drive-through ATM of the Douglas Road location of the Notre Dame Federal Credit Union. The suspect then moved towards the student and approached between the rear of the automobile and the credit union facility brandishing a piece of wood, Hurley reported. The assailant allegedly placed the piece of wood at the student's throat, and a struggle ensued. The student twisted the suspect's arm, and he responded by reaching inside the automobile and switching off the vehicle's ignition. The attacker then fled the scene. No theft was reported.

After responding to the incident, Notre Dame security was unable to locate the suspect, who reportedly fled on foot into the field northwest of the credit union building. St. Joseph County Police were called for assistance and responded with a K-9 unit, but did not locate the suspect. The suspect was described as a 20-year-old white male with medium-length blonde hair, a goatee and a mustache.

Some seniors expressed concern that passing another resolution on the clause would hurt the senate's credibility, but other senators argued for a complete research.

"We want to create the senate that we have more space, that's something," Tomko said. "I do not want to take space away from anybody. I would not want that scenario." Hurle researched multicultural centers at other universities this summer, and selected the University of California, San Diego, as a model. He emphasized that none of the other centers he looked at, including San Diego's, offers services that Notre Dame does not already offer through the offices of multicultural affairs.

"There really is a cultural center on campus already," Hurle said. "I think it's really important that people understand that." Hurle said that the new center would allow for more of these services, which include diversity education programs and a newsletter and help in programming for multicultural clubs to reach more people.

Hurle also explained that the center cannot be constructed overnight. "Take out something that can be accomplished within, say, 12 months," he said. "But I think it's something important we need to look at.

The multicultural committee will review the proposal for the center and report back to the senate. The senate also heard last night from Matt Tomko and Mark Massoud, the student government Board of Trustees report coordinators. Tomko and Massoud presented the senate's report to the board last week. The report deals with several issues, including an expansion of the tutoring programs for undergraduates and the development of a writing center.

"It actually went very well. The board was impressed, that's something," Tomko said. Tomko and Massoud emphasized the importance of following up on the report and continue to research the proposals at the request of the Board of Trustees, which will meet again in February.

Tomko and Massoud hope to send a delegation of students and professors to Harvard University to study the writing center there, before making a final recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

The report is available on the Internet through the student government home page. Each senator also has a copy of the report, which will be available for review by students in the dorms.

---

**Senators reopen Clause discussion**

By ERICA THERING
News Writer

The Student Senate voted unanimously last night to form an ad hoc committee to research the implications of the proposed non-discrimination clause.

This vote came after senators expressed concern that last week's resolution requesting that the Academic Council approve the new clause was rushed and improperly researched.

The new committee will further research the clause and report to the senate on the possibility of passing a new resolution. If the committee decides that a new resolution is necessary, the resolution could be supported or amended last week's resolution.
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**Plasma Donations Save Lives**

Come Donate Today!!

Call 234-6010 and ask for Toni - or stop and see us at 515 Lincolnway West South Bend, IN.
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Call 1-6900 for rates.
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Earn $25.00 Today with this Ad and a student I.D.

Potential of Earning $145.00 per month for 2 to 4 hours per week of your time. You choose your own schedule.
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programs will always remain the University's top priority.
At schools like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard University and Stanford, professors hammer equations at their students just like at Notre Dame, but some say it is rare that any of these students will take the time to observe what they're learning, and attempt to apply it to other areas of academia.

At Notre Dame on the other hand, undergraduate science majors must study religion, despite the claim that the two subjects cannot coexist.

Some at the University believe that they were meant for intellectual marriage. "They just sort of belong in dialogue together, science and religion. They are two different ways of looking at the world, yet at Notre Dame, people seem to feel more comfortable engaging in that dialogue because of its strong value system and Catholic identity," said Father Mark Poorman, director of the Masters of Divinity program.

He explained that the University provides a synthesis of the two ideals of religion and science. At Notre Dame, students can pursue religious meanings and scientific knowledge simultaneously and hold both areas, and holding nothing back in the pursuit of knowledge, according to Poorman.

Council
continued from page 1
interpret it the same way, and Notre Dame could be held legally accountable for what the law calls discrimination against homosexuals and the University calls adherence to Catholic doctrine.

Before the next meeting, members will investigate the ways in which other Catholic universities have adopted similar clauses. In addition, they will research the nature and effectiveness of lawsuits which have been filed against schools which include sexual orientation clauses in their non-discrimination clauses.

The problems inherent in this distinction were magnified when the topic of unmarried faculty living in relationships was brought up. Some members noted the distinction between heterosexual pre-marital sex and homosexual relationships, sources said.

"There seems to be a double standard there that we wouldn't want to have in the University," said junior Daniel Mullin, one of four student representatives on the Academic Council.

The issue, placed on the Council's agenda by the Executive Committee with a neutral recommendation, will go to the Board of Trustees for final approval if it is passed by the Council and Malloy.

The Board of Trustees, which was on campus last weekend, will not convene again until February. The amount of time available before the next Trustees' meeting was another factor allowing for the extension of debate, according to members who said that the body did not want to rush to a decision.

Science
continued from page 1
ated its members from pursuing new forms of thought, and scientists like Copernicus and Galileo were persecuted for publicizing the conclusions of their research.

Only recently did the Catholic Church reverse its position on Galileo's work, and with the decision, a load has been lifted from the scientific community, according to physics department chair Bruce Bunker.

Father Ernan McMullin, professor emeritus of philosophy at the Vatican's Galileo committee, pointed out that there is often the misconception that science and religion are always in conflict.

"It is rare that the two do conflict, but in some cases, when people do not understand the domains of the two different disciplines, tensions can arise," McMullin said.

During his time, Galileo tried to identify the fundamental differences between science and religion.

The scriptures tell us how to get to heaven, but not how the heavens go," the scientist wrote. McMullin suggested that science and religion can create tension for several reasons. He offered that people need to understand that religion and science are separate disciplines with different perceptions on how the world works. He explained that people should be aware of the answers they are looking for from each field, and the questions that should be directed toward each.

If science and religion are used in different domains, conflicts will not arise, McMullin said. People can decide which questions they want to answer through religion and which they want answered through science.

He pointed out that the most recent religious conflict concerns creation and evolution. Darwin's theory of natural selection was scrutinized by many religious fundamentalists for its implication that the teachings of the Bible are false. McMullin noted that the controversy over evolution and creation is a crisis unique to America.

"Because of its strong fundamentalist population, the notion that evolution and creationism are two opposing ideals was created. In Europe, this controversy does not really exist," McMullin explained.

McMullin added that although some scientists can be very dogmatic in their views on religion — mainly affirming that God does not exist because of lack of proof — but that most are not in such a state of utter disbelief.

"Most scientists that look for all their answers through science disagree regard religion as a means of explanation to universal questions," he said.

He concluded that misconceptions about science and religion play in our individual lives usually lead to the notion that science and religion are at some sort of impasse, when in truth, they do not intersect at all.

"Science and religion offer conflict in the minds of those who don't understand how the disciplines tell us about the world we live in," McMullin said.
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Bucharest’s cemeteries are running out of space, and the city’s deputy mayor has called for doubling up corpses in graves to deal with wait lists. Each month, about 10,000 people die in the Romanian capital, more than two-thirds of Romania’s population. Deputy Mayor Alexandra Maliciu said: “The only chance for the future is for us to build cemeteries outside the capital.” Maliciu said Thursday. “Until then, I recommend that two or three people share the same grave.”

Two Bucharest cemeteries have recently stopped selling plots after running out of space. Maliciu said. Five other graveyards have also filled up in recent years. The Romanian Orthodox Church, to which 90 percent of Romanians belong, opposes cremation, compounding the space problem. In addition, the population in the capital has grown to 3 million, about 1 million more than at the end of communism in 1989.

Startled tiger kills trainer

NEWBURY

A rare, white Bengal tiger being walked on a leash killed a trainer Thursday after it was startled by construction workers. Charles Edward Lizza III was running calm the 250-pound tiger when she tripped and fell and the animal bit him on the neck, said Aashish County sheriff’s Sgt. Jim Truax. Lizza, 34, died at a hospital. Ron Guny, who co-owns Ron and Joy Holiday’s Cat Founders, was walking the tiger from a night stand to a day kennel when it was startled. The tigress had raised the tiger since it was six days old. The Gainesville Sun reported. It is up to the owners to decide what becomes of the tiger, Truax said.

Scientists identify cancer gene

WASHINGTON

A gene that appears to control the growth of tumors has been found by Texas researchers studying genetic patterns in lung and colon cancer. Researchers at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, report in the journal Science that a gene called P532B1 helps to regulate the growth of cells and that a mutation of the gene can help promote lung and colon cancer. Dr. Glen Evans and Dr. Steven Wang, co-authors of the study, said that P532B1 makes a protein that helps to regulate phosphate metabolism. When the gene is flawed, they said, phosphate builds up and cell growth becomes uncontrolled, resulting in a tumor. The researchers said that a mutation of P532B1 can be inherited and people with this gene have an increased risk of developing cancer of the lung or colon.

House approves further action

WASHINGTON

The House triggered an open-ended impeachment inquiry against President Clinton Thursday in a momentous vote cast in the shadow of mid-term elections. Thirty-one Democrats joined majority Republicans in increasing the peril for an embattled chief executive. Clinton, only the third president to face serious impeachment prospects, said at the White House: “It is in the hands of Congress and the people of this country — ultimately in the hands of God.”

The 258-176 vote opened the way for nationally televised impeachment hearings later this year, with possible witnesses ranging from Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr to Monica Lewinsky, Linda Tripp and other central characters in the sex-and-cover-up drama that has commanded the nation’s attention for nine months. The House action came 24 years after Richard Nixon resigned rather than face impeachment over Watergate. The only president impeached by the House was Andrew Johnson in 1868. He remained in office after the Senate failed one vote shy of forcing his removal.

“I do not think that we want to settle for less than the whole truth,” said Rep. Henry Hyde, R-Ill., the man at the controls of the inquiry, as he made the case for an investigation unlimited in time or scope. To the nation watching on television — as well as to openly skeptical Democrats sitting across the aisle in the House chamber — he pledged fairness in the months ahead.

“Too much hangs in the balance for us not to rise above partisan politics,” said the Judiciary Committee chairman. House Democrats, fearing that Republicans will fold Whiberwater and other controversies into their investigation, argued in vain for an inquiry limited to Starr’s evidence, to be wrapped up by Dec. 31. The proposal was rejected, 236-198.

Kosovo insurgents declare cease-fire

BELGRADE

Ethnic Albanians rebels fighting for independence for the Serbian province of Kosovo declared a unilateral cease-fire Thursday, putting pressure on Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic to end his crackdown.

Tensions between Milosevic and the United States, which is pressing for NATO airstrikes against Serb-led troops, intensified Thursday as time was running out for the Yugoslav president to comply with U.N. demands. Albright said a United NATO back exit strategies. About 200,000 U.S., British and Australian embassy staffs heads out of Belgrade as a safety measure, even as a U.S. envoy returned for more talks with Milosevic.

A statement distributed by the Kosovo Liberation Army in Kosovo’s capital Pristina said the rebel command “has decided to refrain from all military activity” starting Friday. Kosovo is a southern province of Serbia, the main republic in Yugoslavia. About 90 percent of Kosovo’s 2 million inhabitants are ethnic Albanians, and none favor independence.

Although the KLA has been driven from all but a few scattered areas, the announcement is politically significant. Milosevic launched his crackdown Feb. 28 after attacks by KLA rebels against police and soldiers in the majority Albanian province.

He has instead he needs to maintain a military and police presence in the area to guard against further KLA attacks.

In the statement, the KLA said his guerrillas would defend themselves if attacked. The rebels demanded international monitoring of the cease-fire.

Despite international pressure and NATO threats, Milosevic has refused to openly declared a cease-fire, even though there has been no major fighting in Kosovo during the past week.

He considers the Kosovo rebels “terrorists and bandits,” and any cease-fire on his part would legitimize them as a negotiating partner, one of his associates said on condition of anonymity.

The United States says Milosevic has not complied with U.N. Security Council demands for a cease-fire, the partial withdrawal of his troops, and the return of refugees to their villages.

In Brussels, Belgium, U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke briefed Albright and NATO officials on the results of his three rounds of talks with Milosevic this week.

Albright told Holbrooke to return to Belgrade for more talks, until signs of opposition within NATO to an attack without further diplomatic efforts.
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Crash damages bridge

Special to The Observer

In the early morning hours of Oct. 7 there was a serious traffic crash at the intersection of US 933, Michigan Street and Northshore Drive, involving a passenger vehicle and semi tractor. As a result of this crash, the bridge over the St. Joseph River was heavily damaged and diesel fuel spilled into the river and riverbank.

Beginning Friday, Oct. 9 at 8:30 a.m. US 933, Michigan Street will be narrowed to two lanes of traffic. One lane northbound and one lane southbound at Northshore Drive to allow construction crews room for emergency repairs and clean-up crews to remove contami­nated soil on the river bank.

The South Bend Police Department is expecting a large traffic back-up on this high-volume traffic roadway in both north and south directions. They ask all motorists to allow extra travel time or take an alternative route during this repair period.

\[\text{Correction}\]

An advertisement in Thursday's Observer misspelled the name of the campaign for LaAlliance. The Observer regrets the error.

Got News? Call 1-5323.

By MAGGY TINUCCI

The 1995 assassination of Prime Minister Rabin brought to light the differences between the Arab state and the State of Israel marking a critical change in regard to fundamentalism in Jewish society, according to Gideon Aran.

In a lecture Thursday, Aran - an expert on religion in the Middle East - said coming peace agreement between Israel and Palestine must be viewed in terms of that change.

"Extremism is a solidarity-producing movement," said Aran, professor of sociology and anthropology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

The tragic assassination of Rabin, an extreme measure, exemplifies Israeli's present conditions which pit Jews against each other, thereby shattering the picture of the nation as a united front, he said.

Now, according to Aran, Israel is viewed on equal footing with its neighbors for the first time.

"The Arab peoples gained an empathy towards Israel because of her weakness," he said.

Aran displayed an Egyptian political cartoon which he said perfectly portrayed the internal conflicts in Israel - the physical manifestations of both Jewish extremism and Islamic extremism, in pursuit of an angel of peace. The physical affinity of the two zealots showed the similarities in their movements.

"It shows the suspicion and hostility on one hand and the solidarity on the other," said Aran.

He noted that an understanding of fundamentalism serves as the background for the current state of Israel. Defined as the contemporary religious revivial with violent political implications, fundamentalism is in fact a "political religion."

"In this context, political involvement is divine and a messianic medium," Aran said.

The more political something is, the higher its religious value becomes.

Two modern forms of fundamentalism are spawned from a mutual influence. The first is the "prototypical fundamentalism in where secular modernity is categorically rejected," said Aran. Blatantly anti-Zionist, followers of this philosophy avidly reject nationalism. They are the ultra-orthodox who consider themselves "God-fearing."

The second fundamentalist group is becoming more prevalent.

"This is a political religion and adopts nationalism after it has changed national values into becoming religious ones. They accept nationalism and become its check," Aran said.

This second group is represented by the Jewish extremist movement which captured the West Bank and the Gaza Strip during the Six Days War in 1967 and remains the primary group that retains control with its neighbors.

"Its nationalism is perceived as the perfected vision of Judaism," said Aran.

Regardless of their differences, both groups have a genuine interest in each other because both view their land as a holy entity, said Aran.

It is in light of this historical background that the peace agreements currently undergoing negotiations are "not strate­gically disastrous, but seen as religious heresy," said Aran.

He went on to explain the "heresy" as three-fold: Primarily, by agreeing to a peace treaty with the Palestinians, the Israelis are forced to give up all they have invested in their land over the past 20 years.

Secondly, as the main body of the Zionist movement, Palestinians have created a significant political and social position in which they are the "paragon to all Israeli people."

The Israelis also have invest­ed so much religiously, an agreement would signify the "withdrawal from the messianic promise," according to Aran.

Overall, peace with the Palestinians would only lead to internal conflict within Israel itself, Aran said.

His suggestion for the peace­makers is a retention of funda­mentalism, but a move from the second, more nationalistic philo­sophy to the first, more relig­ious orthodoxy principle.

"The people will be emanci­pated from violence with the Arabs only to engage in conflict with other Jews," said Aran. "In essence, there is a shift from one extreme to another."

NGDLSMRC RIGHT TO LIFE CLUB PRESENTS: RESPECT LIFE WEEK

PRAYER SERVICE AT ABORTION CLINIC

MEET AT LIBRARY CIRCLE AT 2:00 PM.

"If you remain indifferent in time of adversity, your strength will depart from you. Rescue those who are being dragged to death."—Proverbs 24:10-11

LOGAN CENTER DANCE

MEET AT LIBRARY CIRCLE AT 6:45 PM.

"Handicaps, all forms of handicaps, never undermine the dignity of the person or the right to the best quality of life..."—Pope John Paul II

Meeting for Notre Dame Lesbian and Gay Students Group

For time and location of meeting, call: 1-8041

NDGLS Group Advisors: Fr. Tom Gaughan, C.S.C

Sr. Mary Louise Gude, C.S.C.

All Meetings are private and confidential.
SMC opens new volunteer effort

By NOREEN GILLESPIE

Saint Mary's students and faculty will dig their hands into the roots of downtown South Bend Saturday at the first annual Saint Mary's in the City.

Corps of college volunteers will help reconstruct St. Margaret's House, a home for women and children. The house is currently expanding its facility to accommodate more people.

"We wanted to connect specifically with a community organization in town," said Sister Linda Kors, director of the Spes Unica Resource and Volunteer Center (SURV).

Kors designed the project after receiving suggestions that Saint Mary's needed to become a tradition," Kors said. "It's the first year, and we have no idea how it is going to go.

Saturday's event comes after months of planning that involved selecting the community agency and holding meetings with the executive director of St. Margaret's House.

"We're hoping this will become a tradition," Sister Linda Kors, SURV director

"I want to volunteer but don't always have the time to make it happen on a weekly or monthly basis."

Volunteers will be painting, cleaning, refurbishing, renovating and performing an assortment of useful odd jobs on the second story of the house.

"We're also looking for anyone who can help," said Kors. "If you're willing to get into a little paint, we'd love to have you. It should be a fun experience."

Volunteers can carpool from the Lamin Circle with cars leaving every hour from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. St. Margaret's House is located at 117 North Lafayette.

Students interested in the program can contact the SURV office at 294-5368.

HANDS DOWN THE BEST FAMILY FILM ON THE SUMMER!!

Disney's Mulan

Saturday at 9:00 p.m.
Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
in Carroll Auditorium

**Admission is free!!**

Sponsored by SAB

Pianist will play Bach, lecture

By RUTH SNELL

Hoping to illuminate the relationship of the mind to the heart with music and words, internationally recognized pianist Lorin Hollander will perform and lecture at 8 p.m. tonight in O'Laughlin Auditorium at Saint Mary's College.

Hollander's 40-year music career began with his Carnegie Hall debut at age 11. He now gives at least as many lecture/performance recitals as recitals, and many are at universities.

He called his lectures "explorations of cross-disciplinary creativity.

"I strive to bring as much gentleness, kindness, justice, charity and justice into human reality as possible," Hollander said.

Tonight's lecture, titled "Music, the Creative Process, and the Path of Enlightenment," seeks to combine music with the spirit and the heart with human life.

"I explore the difficulties we all have giving up our most authentic self-expression," said Hollander.

He will be playing three Bach preludes. Including "Jesus, Joy of Man's Desiring," a virtually unknown Brahms arrangement of Bach's "Chaconne," originally written for an unaccompanied violin, for the left-hand alone. Hollander plans to also perform some French compositions and "works that touch exploring certain emotion: absolute love, tenderness, gentleness."

"Playing in the South Bend area for almost 30 years, Hollander met College president Muriel Elford last year during his performance with the South Bend Symphony.

"We explored questions about spirituality and music and the role of the arts in human society in general, and in spiritual life in particular," he said. "So many of our dearly held beliefs were shared."

Hollander attributed tonight's performance which was planned in less than two days, to his love for music.

"It was her vision and commitment that paved the way," he said.

In his lecture/performances, Hollander said he delves into insecurity and how people are worried about the way they are perceived and accepted — especially in educational situations.

"When we are criticized, we decide never again will I share so openly," he said, adding that people's hyped-up audience intimidates them.

"We are much more extraordinary than the concepts we have of ourselves," Hollander said.

On the occasion of National Coming Out Day, October 11, 1998, we, the Standing Committee on Gay and Lesbian Student Needs, join Notre Dame's gay and lesbian students in gratitude for the love and support they have received from family and friends.

As a Committee, we recommit ourselves to providing educational opportunities for the entire Notre Dame community. We will continue the network initiative begun last year. Network prepares and educates individuals on campus who are willing to offer a confidential and respectful place of dialogue and encouragement regarding gay and lesbian issues. The next cycle of preparation sessions for those who would like to become part of the network initiative will take place in November. Other educational initiatives will include speakers and opportunity for discussion on issues related to sexual orientation.

We urge all members of our community to redouble our efforts to make our campus a safe and welcoming place free from harassment of any kind.

The Standing Committee on Gay and Lesbian Student Needs

http://www.nd.edu/~sgclin

## Citation

Econ prof explores challenges of poetry

By MEGHAN DONAHUE
News Writer

The big thing unseen is faith. Jerry McElroy, an economics professor at Saint Mary's College, spoke about the difficulties of writing poetry yesterday evening. Unlike writing a term paper, which requires simply research and meaning, feeling is a mandatory element in poetry, he said.

While exploring many different definitions of poetry, McElroy shared his own theory. "Poetry is intense human emotion screaming for meaning in compressed elegant words," he said.

A poem begins with an epiphany, an experience unlike any other that invokes an emotional response. "If you're lucky you can recall the staying power and wonderment in a moment," McElroy said.

The poet mentioned how frustrating it is to think about what he wants to write only to lose half of the words along the way. "We're surprised by a train rushing through the valley throwing rocks from the path," he said. "In the end, those tossed aside stones are the path to reclaim the mystical experience we were trying to write about."

McElroy related to Pablo Picasso's personal experience with one powerful quote: "I do not paint what I'm looking for, I paint what I find." Likewise, "Poets write because they know they're going somewhere new," he said.

With the help of freshman Mandy Schomas, McElroy recited and explained his poetry and how God inspired his journey.

Noting the influence of his wife, McElroy said, "When my wife signs her name on a painting, the journey's under way and softly signed."

"You must go beyond the bounds of daily equilibrium," said McElroy.

People feel at home when they witness Mother Earth changing, growing, leaving a fresh imprint of innocence, stunned by God. "We of faith will fall in with luck and know transcendence. God is selfless. God gives all in secret, therefore you can only bump into God on accident," he said.

McElroy explained that when an individual can appreciate beauty and the grace of God then they claim it as their own, they are what they see. Profoundness is locked into family, attempting to write will unlock those clandestine words. "You must go beyond the bounds of daily equilibrium," said McElroy.
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Sukarno daughter leads rally

As a graduating senior, you are preparing for your future. At Peterson Worldwide LLC, we too are preparing for your future...your future as a management consultant!

We seek future graduates to join Peterson Worldwide LLC. You must be working towards an accounting, business, economics, finance, engineering, or systems degree, and have excellent communications skills, computer proficiency, and flexibility regarding overtime and travel.

Choose Peterson Worldwide LLC...with us behind you, a great future lies ahead, a future filled with achievement.

To learn more about us, visit our website, www.pcit.com. Please join us for an informational presentation:

Monday, October 12
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
University of Notre Dame
Alumni Room, Morris Inn
Interviews: Friday, November 13

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

WASHINGTON
U.S. may attack bin Laden again

Further U.S. missile attacks against the Afghanistan operations of Islamic extremist Osama bin Laden are possible, the Clinton administration suggested Thursday. "We will take those actions we believe are necessary," a top State Department official told Congress.

Karl F. Inderfurth, assistant secretary of state for south Asian affairs, called on leaders of Afghanistan's Taliban religious army for help.

"They consider that Mr. Osama bin Laden is a guest..., We believe that this man is not a guest, that he is a murderer and a terrorist," Inderfurth said.

Inderfurth also expressed concern over recent border clashes between Taliban forces and Iran, but said he doubted the recent massing of Iranian troops along its northeastern border signaled an impending invasion of Afghanistan.

"Our view is that the purpose of these exercises has been to intimidate, not to necessarily presage an Iranian attack inside Afghanistan," he told the Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on near eastern and south Asian affairs.

Still, Inderfurth said, "This is not a war we want to see." He said it would further destabilize an already unstable region.

Inderfurth was asked if the administration was contemplating any additional military actions in Afghanistan as a follow-up to the Aug. 20 cruise missile strike against a purported terrorist training camp there. Other missiles destroyed the Al Shifa pharma.
"I'M NOT AN ACTIVIST, I JUST PLAY ONE ON T.V.

Educate Yourself ... Then Someone Will Listen

Brandon Williams

Student Senate - Part I

I am not here to criticize all of Notre Dame. The saddest part about it is that these same student leaders and student activists purport to being doing just the opposite. They are supposed to be working to serve the Notre Dame community - especially the students.

Student Senate - Part II

They've got the attention of all the students, the non-discrimination clause. What better place to do the homework that the student body president. I know how much work goes into that. What I have a real problem with this resolution. First sign: "Want to be on TV. Come to the rally. That's a great reason to go to the rally. Who says the PSA cares about the issues?" Second sign (in the dining hall): "Not homophobic? Sign here!" What did the PSA want people to sign? A petition in support of the addition to the non-discrimination clause. Of course, most people in the PSA and most who were at the rally also have no concept of the potential concerns for Notre Dame legally and in terms of religious liberty (not all freedoms are so precious). And I'm not even going to go into that. What I have a real problem with is how they publicized the rally.

This is the real issue for the student senate, not that "abortion" thing. But at least the Student Senate is open to debate, right? Wrong. They didn't even let pro-life ND voice their opinion at the meeting. Pro-life ND would have done a better job of representing my views at Senate than most of the Senators. Too bad they weren't allowed to. Not to mention, from what I hear, during the small amount of time that pro-life ND was allowed to speak they were chastised for their comments. Progressive Student Alliance - Part II

As everyone (and I mean EVERYONE) on campus knows - the PSA had a rally earlier this week for (again) adding sexual orientation to the non-discrimination clause. Of course, most people in the PSA and those ramifications are wholly positive. They will succeed. They will make a difference.

Final Thought

Heather Cocks

You're not that big guy. You're not that Big Guy. You're not that you.

Brandon Williams (a.k.a. "That Big Guy Brandon") is a Senior living in Zahn Hall. The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Jeff Langan

Let's practice. First, the Constitution of the United Nations of America. The Spellchecker and Grammar Check that built to The Readability Statistics don't paint a pretty picture. To begin, the preamble is A LONG SENTENCE. That drags the Flesh Reading Ease Level way up. What were Our Founding Fathers 'saying'? Next, they use the verb 'shall' when they should use 'should'. And there's too many passive sentences, 18 percent. Unacceptable-plus. And by the way, Pickney should have been named Picky or Pickery.

And now, for the 59 word Auto Summary:

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

"To borrow money on the credit of the United States. The executive power shall be vested in a president of the United States of America. The right of citizens of the United States shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex."

In other words, the government is here to take our money, give it to the president, but we're to blame because we have the right to vote. This must be some cruel Microsoft conspiracy.

Second, let's look at the Declaration of Independence. No big grammatical errors here, but TJ uses way too many pretentious vocabularies, 'hath,' and 'thereunto.' Only the English talk like that. He also uses way too many abstract nouns, 'institutions,' and 'disolutions.' The Declaration has this much going for it. It has a 38.7 percent Flesh Reading Ease Level. It boasts the Constitution by 18.4 percent, for those who care.

And now the Auto Summary from you know where.

"We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States of America in General Congress, Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the redress of our grievances, do, in the Name, and by Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States." Not bad. No playing around with fancy and under¬-rated terms like Liberty and Equality. Just the plain facts. We should be independent states.

Finally, let's turn our attention to the Gettysberg Address. It's 30 percent Passive Sentences. Attention freshmen, don't write like that or you'll never make it out of creative writing. In spite of all the passive sentences, it gets the best marks for Flesh Reading Ease Level As. And it's the only document a tenth grader could write.

And now for the summary.

"Now we are engaged in a great civil war testing whether that nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. The brave men living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it. Far above our poor power to add or detract. Auto Summary is, we've won the war; people have died, and there's nothing I can do about it." And now for the final lead, this article beats the Gettysberg address by 1.4 percent, and a sixth point ninth (6.9) grader could read it as is. Many suggest that the title of any work about Tripp should be called "Dissolutions." That's the only万人 mouth concoction with the Constitution under the Declaration. And finally, the fifty word summary as we spin off into the cyberspace set.

Let's practice.

Jeff Langan is a graduate student in government. His column appears every other Friday. The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
This Saturday will mark the first meeting between the Sun Devils of Arizona State and the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. To honor the occasion, *Scene* examined some aspects of ASU's storied tradition.

- From 1955-1957, former Irish football coach Dan Devine served as head coach of the Sun Devils.
- Even with the aide of the great Dan Devine, the Sun Devils have failed to win a national championship in football. But they have won 15 national championships in men's archery, 21 in women's archery and 20 in mixed archery. The Sun Devils also excel in badminton, having won 13 men's titles, 17 women's titles and 10 mixed titles.
- Sun Devil Stadium, home of ASU football, has hosted a national championship game — Nebraska versus Florida in 1996 — and hosted the NFL's showcase, the Super Bowl.
- Arizona State University is the fourth-largest public university in the United States. Originally founded in 1885, the school has three campuses — ASU Main, ASU East and ASU West.
- The ASU marching band was the 10th university band to receive the Sudler Trophy — an award voted on by all NCAA schools with marching bands — and the first Pac-10 band to receive this prestigious award.

**FAMOUS ASU ALUMNI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>David Spade '86</th>
<th>Steve Allen '45, '82</th>
<th>Craig Weatherup '67</th>
<th>Al Michaels '66</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comedian, writer</td>
<td>Honorary Doctorate Entertainer and author</td>
<td>Chairman Pepsi-Cola Company</td>
<td>Broadcaster ABC Sports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALMA MATER**

Where The Bold Saguaro's Raise Their Arms On High
Praying Strength For Brave Tomorrows
From The Western Sky
Where Eternal Mountains Kneel At Sunset's Gate
Here We Hail Thee, Alma Mater
Arizona State

**ASU FIGHT SONG**

Fight, Devils Down The Field
Fight With Your Might and Don't Ever Yield
Long May Our Colors Outshine All Others
Echo From The Buttes, Give 'Em Hell Devils!
Cheer, Cheer For A-S-U
Fight For The Old Maroon
For It's Hall, Hall, The Gang's All Here
And It's Onward to Victory!
Looking for something to do this weekend besides watch football?

There’s Secret Love at Saint Mary’s

"Secret Love," as part of the "Landscape Connection" program at Saint Mary’s, looks to include students from many departments. Musicians, singers, dancers and painters are some of the groups represented in the production.

SMC play makes connections to classroom material

"Secret Love," John Dryden’s 17th century restoration romance about love’s intrigues and the tension between the sexes, will be performed in the Moreau Center Little Theatre on Saint Mary’s campus from Oct. 8-11th. Tonight’s and tomorrow’s shows will begin at 8 p.m. The Sunday performance will be at 2:30 p.m.

Katie Sullivan, a member of the theatre faculty at Saint Mary’s, will direct the production, assisted by Tom Bonnell, associate professor of English, as dramaturg. One objective of the show is to involve students from various departments.

Consequently, the show will include a small pit orchestra, singing, dancing and painterly touches to the sets. Additional off-stage elements will be incorporated into the evening’s entertainment to evoke the social atmosphere of the Restoration playhouse. For instance, several “orange-girls” will work the audience selling refreshments.

The play is a tale of two women, told in interviewing plots. An astute, politically savvy queen anchors the heroic plot, which traces her struggle to maintain her power base as she represses an incorrect passion.

The second woman steering the comic plot is a witty attendant to the queen who aims to cure an amorous courtier of his rakish ways and get him to focus on their mutual infatuation and commit himself to a new style of marriage.

"Secret Love" is set in Sicily, where Mount Etna dominates both landscape and imagination, troubling inhabitants with earthquakes and eruptions but also, paradoxically, supplying the region with immensely fertile soil.

This production is part of a college-wide project titled “Landscape Connections,” which integrates the landscape theme throughout college courses and programs, providing simulating connections among classes, students and events. The landscape theme was inspired by the local regional museum consortium’s project, “The Nature of Landscape.”

Ticket costs are $8.50 for adults, $7.50 for senior citizens, $6 for members of the Saint Mary’s/Notre Dame community and $5 for students. Tickets are on sale at Saint Mary’s box office, located in O’Laughlin Auditorium, open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. For further information call 284-4626.

ALSO SHOWING

"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" will be performed this weekend in Washington Hall. There will be Friday and Saturday shows at 7:30 p.m. Sunday shows will be at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.


**FOOTBALL**

*Associated Press*

**FORD TAURUS**

Cost: $2,775

— We’re open! jobs outside the LaFortune Student Center

Sat: 7:30-2:30

**Specials! Bahamas Party Cruise!**

6 Write: Overseas Academic tranny! New paint, frt brakes.

Travel Free and make lots of

http://Business.michiana.org/bnbreg
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SPRING BREAK! 1/11 Camps near "America's Most

Doggie Camps!!!

DOOR OPEN AT 12:30 FOR THE OPEN HOUSE!!

(MUST BE 21, OF COURSE)

WANTED

3-2,3,4 EDINHAM HOUSES NEAR

CAPIVO" MEDICAL SCHOOL

GILLES- 

PROFESSIONAL

FOR RENT

2,510 sq ft. Total

Best place, Bed and

Bath has space for

students with special

needs. 2 bedroom, 

2 bathroom. Available

from campus Toll Road, Exit 197-800-618-9687

ROOMS IN PRIVATE HOME FOR

 môvements. VERY

CLOSE TO OU!

Bed BREAKFAST IN

register info:

Email: Business.michiana.org/bedreg

219-291-7155

Bed and breakfast in Rose- 

gate. 2 BR, 1 bath. Great location.

Café Top area is offed full-4 p.m.

Guaranteed Cell: 219-611-6411

ADOPTION IS LOVE

Happy married ND alum couple

with adopted 3 year old daugh-

ter, wants to shower a new baby

with true Alaskan full-time mom

sister, brother, cat, and 6 years to play

with friends on the swingset. Take to the

bayou, playing with teewee dubu,

This is a home with

wishes you for a chance to know some of the

smartest people in the world. Call my Mom

at 765-760-2959.

Interesting! Looking for a teach-

ing position outside the U.S.

English-speaking classes. $39-$12 issues.

20 issues.

Overseas Alumni: Division of Foreign Fluents

Franklin Avenue, Ocean Grove, 07756

CALL 265-4065

BIRDIE TALUS TOWNUM, Waver, 

River Ct Village West

$399/3-Pet

WILL CALL

$12/9 Dorm Day/night

W/ Kitchen $120/3-Pet $20/PM

1-800-687-6386

THE ALLUMEN SENIOR CLUB WOULD

LIKE TO HOST THE ASU GAME!!!

DOOR WILL OPEN AT 12:30 FOR THE OPEN HOUSE!!

(MUST BE 21, OF COURSE)

WANTED

SPRING BREAK! 1/11 Camps near "America's Most

Doggie Camps!!!

DOOR OPEN AT 12:30 FOR THE OPEN HOUSE!!

(MUST BE 21, OF COURSE)

WANTED

FOR SALE

2,510 sq ft. Total

Best place, Bed and

Bath has space for

students with special

needs. 2 bedroom, 

2 bathroom. Available

from campus Toll Road, Exit 197-800-618-9687

ROOMS IN PRIVATE HOME FOR

 môvements. VERY

CLOSE TO OU!

Bed BREAKFAST IN

register info:

Email: Business.michiana.org/bedreg

219-291-7155

Bed and breakfast in Rose- 

gate. 2 BR, 1 bath. Great location.
Ken Milani, professor of accountancy at the University of Notre Dame and contributor to the United Way.

"In our income tax classes and financial accounting classes, we occasionally discuss the subject of charitable contributions, but we rarely do so in terms of return on investment. Nevertheless, the returns my family and I have received from our 'investments' in the United Way over the years have been nothing short of miraculous. Fourteen years ago my son, Adam, then a senior at St. Joseph's High School in South Bend, sustained a terrible injury during a hockey game. As a result of the damage done to his neck and spine, Adam became a quadriplegic.

"The community responded to our family's tragedy with prayers, cards, meals and money. Crucial support from United Way agencies enabled us to remodel our home to accommodate the new limitations on Adam's mobility, to obtain and equip a van for him to drive, and to provide him with a variety of special therapies.

"Support from the community and from United Way agencies made it possible for Adam to focus on his studies while my family and I focused on Adam's care. He finished high school with his class, and four years later was graduated from Notre Dame as a member of the Phi Beta Kappa society. After graduation, he obtained a law degree from Duke University and returned to South Bend to practice law for four years. Now, after two years at the University of Illinois, Adam is a professor of legal writing at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia.

"I can't guarantee that if you give to the United Way your 'investment' will bring you the blessings that our family received during a time of ordeal. But I can assure you, from experience, that United Way helps miracles happen."
Major League Baseball

Yankees seek to recover vs. Indians

Associated Press

CLEVELAND
Chuck Knoblauch nearly needed a police escort to escape New York. When he arrived in Cleveland, it was the middle of the night but the Yankees' third baseman already was the toast of the town.

Knoblauch's homebrewed decision to argue with umpires while the Cleveland Indians scored the go-ahead run in the 12th inning cost New York Game 2 in the AL championship series.

By the time he reached his hotel room after the flight to Ohio, Knoblauch had run the play over in his mind hundreds of times. And after finally seeing it on TV for the first time, he understood his failure.

"I screwed up," he said Thursday. An off day before Friday's third game provided the Indians and Yankees a chance to recover from Wednesday's thrilling 4-1 victory for Cleveland, which tied the series 1-1.

Knoblauch, boosed loudly by the Yankee Stadium crowd in his final at-bat in Game 2 and ripped in the New York papers with his headlines such as "Blauch Head" and "Chuck Brainlauch," couldn't stay away.

He needed to explain himself and ask forgiveness.

"I screwed up the play, and I feel terrible about it," he said. But he needed to explain himself and ask forgiveness.

In Game 3, the Yankees will face Bartolo Colon, who limited them to three hits in eight innings in Cleveland's 4-1 win June 21. Colon was scarred but effective in his first postseason start last week in Game 4 against Boston. But after calming down, the hard-throwing right-hander tossed the Red Sox six hitless innings before losing 3-2-3 innings as the Indians advanced to their third championship series in four years.

Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said he hadn't seen Colon's jitters during his first postseason outing and wouldn't mind seeing the same shaky pitcher he saw last week.

"If he was scarred in Boston, I hope he's scared to death tomorrow night," Hargrove said.

The Indians don't seem to be scared of anything right now. They act as if they've been here before and they have the bizarre way in which they tied the scores on Wednesday has them thinking this could be another October to remember.

They're hoping that play could give us a kick," Jim Thome said. "It only takes one little thing to give you something momentum."

While tabloids back East screamed for Knoblauch's head, in Cleveland they were much kinder. The front page of the Plain Dealer read: "A gift from New York!"

"I hope they give us tomorrow's game too," Hargrove said.

NBA

NBA players, owners hold talks

NEW YORK

Negotiators for the NBA players and owners talked for about five hours today in their first formal session in about two months.

The meeting at a Manhattan hotel was only the second formal bargaining session since the lockout began almost 3 1/2 months ago, and there was little hope of saving the start of the season.

At stake was how the players and owners will divide almost $2 billion in annual revenues, and the issue is almost certain to cause the league to call off games because of a work stoppage just a few years ago.

The owners are seeking a system with cost certainty, looking to gradually roll back the amount of revenue devoted to player salaries from 57 percent to 48 percent.

The players have offered some concessions, but are unwilling to accept a "hard" salary cap or give up the "Larry Bird exception" that allows teams to exceed the salary cap to retain their own free agents.

The entire exhibition schedule has already been canceled.

"We feel that the NBA is making a lot of money. Everybody, for the most part, is doing financially OK," union president Pat Ewing said.

"So we don't see why they had to lock us out. If you asked David Stern, I don't think he would say that the league as a whole is doing bad."

Notre Dame Football vs. Arizona State

Saturday, October 10th
2:30 p.m.
LaFortune Main Lounge

BIG SCREEN! FREE FOOD!

Sponsored by the Student Activities Office

The CANDAX McNair Program Announces the 1998-99 RECRUITMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS WITH PROF. MARIO BORELLI

(You need attend only one of the meetings. We have scheduled two for your convenience.)

FOR STUDENTS WHO ARE INTERESTED IN GRADUATE STUDIES AND WHO ARE EITHER

FIRST GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENTS FROM LOW INCOME FAMILIES (ALL ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS)

OR AFRICAN AMERICAN, HISPANIC NATIVE AMERICAN

ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 12 AND TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13
AT 6:00 PM TO 7:00 PM
IN ROOM 116 O'SHAUGHNESSY

All eligible students are welcome to refreshments after each meeting.
SPORTS BRIEFS

Dorem Run — The annual Dorem Run is scheduled for tomorrow at 11 a.m. Races begin at Stepan Center. It is a 3-mile run, 6 mile run and 2 mile walk. Runners will remain at a water break after the race. Register today at RecSports for $6 or before the race at Stepan Center for $7. Proceeds benefit the Catherine Peachey Foundation, Inc. for Breast Cancer Research. For more information, please contact RecSports at 631-6100.

Challenge U Fitness — Fitness classes are half price after break. Stop by the RecSports office in the Bisr to register. Look for the complete schedule on the RecSports web page.

Yoga — A new yoga class will be held Mondays, 10/26-12/27, from 7:8:15 p.m. in the RSRC. Registration begins Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 7:45 a.m. at the RSRC. Space is limited.

Tae Chi — Registration begins Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 7:45 a.m. at the RSRC. Classes will take place on Wednesdays, 11/4-12/9, from 5:30-6:20 p.m. in the RSRC. Space is limited.

Knockout Workout — Round 2 registration begins Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 7:45 a.m. at the RSRC. The class will be held on Tuesdays, 10/27-12/8, 6:45-8 p.m. in the Joyce Center boxing room. Space is limited.

Seniors:

Monday October 12th
9pm-Midnight
$5 for Bowling, Shoes & Soda
Bring College ID @ Beacon Bowl
Brought to you by Class of 1999

Are you looking for a job that gives you valuable design experience while offering great pay?

Apply for Assistant Ad Design Manager
for
The Observer Ad Design Office

Required experience: Extensive knowledge of Quark Express, Photoshop, and Illustrator applications.

Extensive application is not necessary. Just call Brett Huelt at 1-6900 and leave your name and number or drop off a description of your design experience at the Observer office in the basement of South Dining Hall. Sophomore or Junior preferred.

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE

Season openers provide emotion

Calgary Flames right wing Theoren Fleury knows something about overcoming trans-Pacific jet lag to play hockey in Japan.

He made the trip for the Olympics in February. Now, he is back for the Flames’ NHL season-opening two games against the San Jose Sharks this weekend.

The teams open the series tonight in one of three NHL openers. In other action, it’s Philadelphia at New York and Tampa Bay at Florida.

“I never expected to be here twice in the same year,” said Fleury, who played for Canada in the Nagano Olympics.

He said he has been advising teammates on how to minimize jet lag and adjust their body clocks for the games Saturday and Sunday.

“We’ve got good practices, and we’re looking forward to the weekend and the start of the season,” Fleury said.

Before leaving for Japan, players of both teams complained about traveling so far from home for their season openers.

Since their arrival, however, the time change has not seemed such a major problem, said Calgary defenseman Todd Simpson, the team captain.

“To be honest, I haven’t really thought about [jet lag],” he said, adding that the team will have five days off after returning home and that should be enough to readjust.

“We’re just going to focus on the weekend and worry about it later if we need to.”

This is the second year the NHL is opening games in Japan.

Last year’s series between the Anaheim Mighty Ducks and the Vancouver Canucks, with stars Mark Messier, Pavel Bure and Teemu Selanne, made more of a splash.

Except possibly for Fleury, the players this time are less well known in Japan. So, the strategy and game philosophies of the two head coaches, the Sutter brothers, have become a focus for local attention.

Calgary head coach Brian Sutter and his younger brother Darryl of San Jose are two of six brothers who have played in the NHL. The oldest, Brian, has coached in St. Louis and Boston.

Daughter’s illness may keep Odelein from opener

WEST ORANGE, N.J. — Roblee Froeek would rather have his 5-month-old daughter, Catherine, miss the New Jersey Devils’ season opener in Chicago on Saturday night than leave his family, following recent sadness over his infant daughter.

The extra cartridge caused the child, the Odeleins’ first, to have difficulty eating and breathing, which has kept her weight low.

Froek, who will making his debut as the Devils’ head coach against the Blackhawks, said he is not counting on Odelein on Saturday.

“It’s a pretty big thing going on there in Cincinnati right now, a lot larger than what’s going to go on in Chicago,” Froek said.

Odelein, who broke into the NHL with Montreal in the 1989-90 season, was traded by the Canadians to New Jersey on Aug. 22, 1996. He had played 79 games in each of the last two seasons.

OLYMPIC NOTES

TOKYO — Calgary Flames right wing Theoren Fleury knows something about overcoming trans-Pacific jet lag to play hockey in Japan.

He made the trip for the Olympics in February. Now, he is back for the Flames’ NHL season-opening two games against the San Jose Sharks this weekend.

The teams open the series tonight in one of three NHL openers. In other action, it’s Philadelphia at New York and Tampa Bay at Florida.

“I never expected to be here twice in the same year,” said Fleury, who played for Canada in the Nagano Olympics.

He said he has been advising teammates on how to minimize jet lag and adjust their body clocks for the games Saturday and Sunday.

“We’ve got good practices, and we’re looking forward to the weekend and the start of the season,” Fleury said.

Before leaving for Japan, players of both teams complained about traveling so far from home for their season openers.

Since their arrival, however, the time change has not seemed such a major problem, said Calgary defenseman Todd Simpson, the team captain.

“To be honest, I haven’t really thought about [jet lag],” he said, adding that the team will have five days off after returning home and that should be enough to readjust.

“We’re just going to focus on the weekend and worry about it later if we need to.”

This is the second year the NHL is opening games in Japan.

Last year’s series between the Anaheim Mighty Ducks and the Vancouver Canucks, with stars Mark Messier, Pavel Bure and Teemu Selanne, made more of a splash.

Except possibly for Fleury, the players this time are less well known in Japan. So, the strategy and game philosophies of the two head coaches, the Sutter brothers, have become a focus for local attention.

Calgary head coach Brian Sutter and his younger brother Darryl of San Jose are two of six brothers who have played in the NHL. The oldest, Brian, has coached in St. Louis and Boston.

Daughter’s illness may keep Odelein from opener

WEST ORANGE, N.J. — Roblee Froeek would rather have his 5-month-old daughter, Catherine, miss the New Jersey Devils’ season opener in Chicago on Saturday night than leave his family, following recent sadness over his infant daughter.

The extra cartridge caused the child, the Odeleins’ first, to have difficulty eating and breathing, which has kept her weight low.

Froek, who will making his debut as the Devils’ head coach against the Blackhawks, said he is not counting on Odelein on Saturday.

“It’s a pretty big thing going on there in Cincinnati right now, a lot larger than what’s going to go on in Chicago,” Froek said.

Odelein, who broke into the NHL with Montreal in the 1989-90 season, was traded by the Canadians to New Jersey on Aug. 22, 1996. He had played 79 games in each of the last two seasons.
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League openers provide emotion

Teams begin play in Japan

Associated Press
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Hokies beat engangered Eagles 17-0 in Boston

Associated Press

BOSTON

Virginia Tech's stingy defense overcame a sloppy offense and a game-long downpour as the 17th-ranked and unbeaten Hokies broke a tie for the Big East lead with Boston College, besting the Eagles 17-0 Thursday night.

The Hokies committed six turnovers, five by fill-in quarterback Nick Sorensen, but took advantage of repeated mistakes by the Eagles in three interceptions, a fumble and two blocked punts.

Pierson Pluleau scored on an 85-yard interception return in the first quarter, Lamont Pegues ran in from the 2-yard line after a blocked punt in the third, and Shayne Graham followed a fumble recovery with a 29-yard field goal with 8:38 left in the game.

Virginia Tech improved to 5-0 for the first time since 1967, while Boston College slipped to 3-2 with its second straight loss as both struggled since Sept. 15, 1972, when it won 10-0.

The Hokies have given up just four touchdowns all season, started at 2:30 p.m.

The Eagles, which entered the game with a steady rain.

Associated Press

LEWIS HALL 3rd Annual

Friday, Oct. 9th 5:00-7:00 PM at the Lewis Sand Volleyball Court

Live entertainment! Food! Prizes!

Teams of 5 (coed is okay)

$5 registration fee per team—sign up there!

All proceeds benefit Camp Albrecht Acres

SKIING

Elder creates skiing team for Granada

Associate Press

VIENNA, Austria—Jamaica has its beehled team. Benedetta now has its one-woman skiing team.

Ellie Elder has decided to compete for Granada after leaving the Austrian team in a dispute with the country's skiing federation. "I want to become No. 1 again," said Elder, Olympic silver medalist in 1994 in Lillehammer.

Elder also won the World Cup slalom title in the 1995-96 season and was a bronze medalist in the 1993 World Championships at Morosko, Japan.

I WANT TO BECOME NO. 1 AGAIN

Elder Edgar Olympic Silver

She missed last winter's World Cup season and the Nagano Olympics because of back injuries. Berliner told reporters Thursday and doctors said the operation last Saturday to get rid of a 2 1/2-inch cancerous tumor that nearly obstructed his intestine.

Doctors are optimistic that he will make a complete recovery and return to full activities, including playing major league baseball next season. Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center said in a statement.

Strawberry probably will be sent home Sunday. Doctors said they anticipated he will undergo one round of chemotherapy.

"I'm feeling strong every day," Strawberry told Rick Gorenne, the Yankees' director of media relations in a phone call to the team clubhouse during workouts at Jacobs Field in Cleveland.

"I'm confident this will be a successful process," Strawberry went on to say. "When you are in a situation like this you put yourself in your doctors' hands. I share their confidence."

A microscopic examination of tissue removed from Strawberry showed no indications the tumor had spread. The margins of the colon were cancer-free, as was his liver.

Doctors said 35 of 36 lymph nodes removed from Strawberry during the three-hour surgery were cancer-free, but one lymph node contained evidence of the tumor.
Brown leads Padres over Braves

Associated Press

ATLANTA

Maybe the Atlanta Braves should just sign Kevin Brown this winter. That way, they wouldn’t have to worry about him beating them each fall.

The lifelong Georgia resident picked up exactly where he left off last decade, pitching another gem at Turner Field to give the San Diego Padres a 3-0 win Thursday night and a 2-0 lead in the NL championship series.

Brown, who won twice at Atlanta in the 1997 NLCS while with Florida, shut down the Braves on only three singles, allowing just one walk and striking out 11 and keeping his ERA this postseason to 0.35 in three starts.

“They were timely,” he said.

“That’s one of the reasons I really enjoy the National League play. You don’t always swing the bat good, but once in a blue moon, you put a catch to contribute.”

The Padres traded three prospects to Florida in the off-season to get Brown, and his postseason performances against Houston and now Atlanta have been well worth it. Brown is eligible for free agency after this season and perhaps the Braves, despite their great rotation, would be better off getting the right-handener and keeping him out of the way.

“I know when we got him that he would make a big difference, but I didn’t know he would make this kind of impact,” Padres manager Bruce Bochy said.

“When Kevin is on, he’s as tough as any pitcher in the game. Right now, he’s locked in.”

San Diego won without fifth­­homer man Greg Vaughn, out of the starting lineup for the third time in the series, and also without starting pitcher Eric Show.

Game 1 star Ruben Tejada took his place, but Brown was all the Padres needed on this night.

A crowd of 43,083, about 8,000 short of a sellout, spent the last couple of innings booing Brown’s fortuitous first-inning hit, which led to a first-inning run.

“We hit two balls good all night,” Braves manager Bobby Cox said. “Against us, that is the best I’ve seen him.”

Atlanta is appearing in its seventh straight NLCS, but never has faced an 0-2 deficit. In fact, no team has ever lost the first two games at home and come back to win a league championship series since the best-of-7 format began in 1985.

Game 3 will be Saturday at San Diego, with Greg Maddux pitching for the Braves against Sterling Hitchcock. The Padres are hoping for a big weekend at home to reach the World Series for only the time, the first since 1984.

“We can’t feel good about being 0-2, but we have the type of club and pitching that we could easily roll off four in a row,” Cox said.

With Brown and Glavine working on a cool and windy night, the forecast was for good weather. The game on Veras’ hit when he slid head-first and was thrown out at third.

Not that Brown needed it, but the Padres scored two insurance runs in the ninth off Odalis Perez. Brown’s headfool single set up RBIs singles by Steve Finley and Wally Joyner.

Glavine did his best, even hitting one of the Braves’ singles. In Wednesday night’s 3-2 loss in 10 innings, the 20-game winner was used as a pinch-hitter and walked.

The Irish Hockey team begins the 1998-99 home campaign tonight versus Lake Superior State. They play Western Michigan tomorrow night at the Joyce Center.

Hockey continued from page 24

while playing like an average team at home last season. It was not a matter of the team lacking confidence or not focusing, according to Poulin, but perhaps a matter of inexperience.

“I think it was just a case of a young team trying to do too much on home ice,” said Poulin. “You see that especially on special teams. We have to have a home ice advantage to win in this league.”

Lake Superior State brings plenty of history with them into the Joyce Center, having won two national championships in the nineties.
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eight goals, including three
game winners, and has a total
of 29 points on the team.
Right behind him in the
records and alongside him on
the field is Ryan Cox, the
senior forward has given the
Irish attack a second threat in
his amassing of a team-leading
six assists.
The duo has been involved
in nine of the 18 Irish goals
this year.
Goalkeeper Greg Velho and
the rest of the Irish backfield
will have its work cut out for
them this weekend, especially
in tonight's game against the
Broncos. Ranked 18th in the
National Soccer Coaches
Association of America, Santa
Clara has had good luck thus
far facing ranked opponents.
They will face No. 22 Notre
Dame with a 2-1-0 record
against ranked opponents.
Fresh off a victory against
No. 12 Maryland, head coach
Mitch Murray will count on
Sophomore forward Ari
Rodopolous to again lead his
Irish attack a second threat in
averaging six assists.
Rodopolous to again lead his
team. In addition to scoring
the game-winning goal in the
senior needs just one more
record for seventh place for
Saint Mary's has
registered the second-lowest
total points of any team in the
WCC. Holding just a
4-5-0 record
this season, Saint Mary's has
employed to end the second
touchdowns, ran for the first
touchdown. Isaac
Plummer on what helped
keep our
poise," said
Plummer with a 2-1-0 record
game-winning goal in the
first half.
Tied 13-12. The
Pyros of
Kenmore scored in the final
minutes, McGlinn
point conversion after a
coming out of the
mercy rule into effect.
The game was scoreless until
the middle of the second half
when the ball was downed in
McGlinn's end zone, giving
Lewis its two points.

P.E. defeats Lewis in championship rematch
By SARA ELBERTS
Sports Writer

With the end of the regular
season approaching, women's
interhall football teams fought
hard to improve their records
Wednesday night.

In a thrilling first game - a
rematch of last year's champi-
onship - Pasquerilla East
scored in the final minutes,
defeating Lewis 18-13.
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ND Insight

by TED FOX
News Writer

Wake up the echoes. We hear this everywhere we go on campus, everywhere there are alumni, everywhere there are Notre Dame football fans. The echoes of Notre Dame football, you ask? They are legends that have inhabited the stadium and the locker room, that have walked through the tunnel onto the field and walked back towards the open arms of Touchdown Jesus.

They are the ghostly horrors of yesteryear who brought home more Heisman Trophies and national titles than anyone else in the country.

They are the names you hear sprinkled throughout football history: the Four Horsemen, Rockne, Morehouse, Rudyl, Rockett, Bertelli, Browey, Holtz, Leahy. Just to name a few.

The echoes of the past live in the confines of the Notre Dame stadium.

It’s important to draw a distinction here. There is Notre Dame Stadium, the huge concrete structure that now dominates the city. And then there is the Notre Dame Stadium that is the brick mainstay living on the inside of the new shell. This, my friends, is where Irish echoes live.

This is where the legends came to play, where the players of today strain to hear the advice from the past in the hopes of becoming the legends of tomorrow.

And if you go down there at the right time of day, you might just hear them whisper to you. Of course, you can’t get right up to the brick walls anymore because of the huge wrought-iron fences. The brown brick lurks in the shadows, no longer boasting to the world, “We are ND.” But it still talks.

The locker room door, which shows the privileged way into the depths of the Stadium, the heart of Notre Dame football, is now itself imprisoned by the same wrought-iron bars that captured the brick. But it still signals the entrance to football paradise.

Windows that saw the hopes and dreams of an entire football-loving population rise and fall after every game on the field now open up to an artificial ceiling and immense gray pillars. But they’re still there. Opposite the stadium.

Touchdown Jesus still signals each Irish score, although the concrete giant blocks our view from receiving his applause. But he is still exclaiming, “It’s good!” as has been the case for years. These are the reasons why athletes come from all around to play, to wear the gold helmet, and why they play like a champion not just today, but everyday.

These athletes and their legacies are why Notre Dame is known all around the world.

And even though their Notre Dame, their Notre Dame of their dreams, the Notre Dame football team that brought them the highest of highs when it was won and brought them tears when it lost has had its “field of dreams” hidden, it will not be forgotten.

Need proof?

Just go down to the Stadium sometime when it’s quiet. Peer through the security fences and see the home of Notre Dame football, the essence of Notre Dame, within.

The wind rushing around you might seem a little louder, and you’ll swear you can faintly hear the clatter of spikes long since thrown away leaving the locker room and heading to war, living the dream.

Maybe you’ll get chills as you hear the entire stadium chant in unison: “Rudy, Rudy” and then see the man was right to call you to play here be carried off the field on the shoulders of his teammates, coming right toward you.

You might hear the cry go up from the locker room: “Win one for the Gipper!” and be ready to rush onto the field yourself.

Saint Mary’s College Notre Dame

26TH ANNUAL LONDON SUMMER PROGRAM

MAY 19TH - JUNE 18TH, 1999

Informational Meeting
6:30-7:30 p.m., Monday, October 12
Haaggar Hall, Saint Mary’s College

Courses offered in History, Education, Biology, Philosophy and International Business.

For further information contact:
Professor David Stefancic
Saint Mary’s College
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 284-4462
e-mail: dstefanc@smcm.edu

Professor Tom Parisi
Saint Mary’s College
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 284-4529
e-mail: tsparisi@smcm.edu

Fax: London Summer Program (219) 284-4716

Men’s Cross Country Harriers to compete at Bob Stevens Invitational

By ALAN WASIELIEWSKI
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men’s cross country team will soon find out just how good it is.

The Irish are ranked 11th and are due to run this weekend at the Bob Timmons Invitational in Lawrence, Kan. The team is coming off a second place finish in the adidas/Notre Dame Invitational, held last weekend on the Notre Dame Golf Course.

Beviges will be a factor for the Irish, since No. 4 North Carolina State was the team that edged the Irish, and the Wolfpack will be in attendance at Lawrence.

This is the most significant meet of the year so far. It is a pre-national meet run on the same course as the 1998 NCAA Cross Country Championships, which are just weeks away.

Even though the Irish were beaten last week, they should be confident at this meet.

Instead of the short 6K course run at the adidas/Notre Dame Invitational, the course in Kansas is 10K. As evident by the strong finishes of the Irish runners at the previous 6K races, they will have plenty left in the tank at the end of this race.

“We have been training for 10K all year. Our finishing mile is our strength,” said sophomore Ryan Shay, who has been one of the top two finishers in all three meets this year.

Said head coach Joe Piane of last week’s meet, “NC State was tough, but we were moving up at the end. We expect a better finish with a longer race.”

NC State is just one of many powerful teams that will run at the Bob Timmons. Top-ranked Stanford and No. 3 Colorado are also in the field.

Freshman Luke Watson is also excited about the competition he will face for the first time.

“Even second place last week was sub-par for us,” said Watson. “Our finish will tell the tale this weekend.”

A strong trio of seniors lead the Irish, Antonio Arce, Ryan Maxwell and Tim Englishard. All finished in the top 35 at the last meet and should improve on that on the longer course at Lawrence.

“This is the time to step up and face the challenge,” Piane stated. “The competition will be the best of the year and we will find out just how good we are.”

Already counted among the top teams out of over 300 in the nation, that is not good enough for the Irish runners. They believe they have top-10 potential, and this weekend gives them the opportunity to prove it.

Notre Dame Apartments

• ONLY A FEW LEFT!!
• Conveniently located 4 blocks from Campus
• Spacious 2 Bedroom Apartments and Duplexes Available
• September-May Lease or 1 Year Lease with a “free” month’s rent
• Pre-Leasing for Fall of ‘99

“The Best Value in Off-Campus Housing”
Managed By Real Estate Management Corporation
234-9923
Hitters look to even up record

By KATHLEEN O'BRIEN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team will be the road this weekend for three East Coast match-ups against Connecticut, Fairfield, and St. John's.

Tonight's mat will be at Connecticut, the third Big East for the Irish this season. "They have a very experienced team," said Notre Dame head coach Debbie Brown. "Most, if not all of their starters are back from last year. I think we match up well against them. They're a very good ball control team and they dig a lot." They're kind of like Illinois State, so it should be a very competitive match," she said.

Connecticut is under the leadership of first-year head coach Kelli Myers. Myers is assisted by former Notre Dame star Christy Peters, a third-team all-American in 1993-94, who still holds a number of Irish records.

The team has all six starters back from last season. Two seniors pose the main threats to the Irish. Middle hitter Annette Ryan and opposite Leonelle Koster, each of whom has more than 270 kills this season.

Koster also is key for the Huskies on defense, with over 300 digs this season. Middle blocker Chance Harris leads Connecticut with 74 blocks this year.

Notre Dame has never lost a game to the Huskies and seeks to extend its perfect record in Big East matches since joining the conference.

Tomorrow, the Irish will travel to Fairfield, Conn., to take on the Fairfield Stags for the first time in Notre Dame history.

The Stags are 17-2 so far this season under fifth-year head coach Todd Kress, with their only loss coming against Texas El Paso. All six starters return from last year's NCAA qualifying team.

Five of Fairfield's players have over 100 kills in 1998, including Corinne Carlson, who is hitting over .300 and averaging more than three digs per game. Junior setter Liz Bower is averaging nearly 12 assists per game for the Stags.

"They seem to be a pretty strong up and coming program," said Brown.

The Irish will go up against the St. John's Red Storm Sunday in a Big East match. St. John's is 11-10 in 1998, with an 0-2 start in the conference. Notre Dame has never lost a game to the Red Storm.

In four years under head coach Joanne Persico-Smith, the Red Storm is 69-57. "Notre Dame is very solid," said Persico-Smith. "We know that offensively, they're very powerful and have never lost a match in the Big East. We also know that they're very well-coached, so they pose quite a challenge for us.

This year, the team is led by 6'2" junior middle blocker Jodi Thomas, senior setter Connie Chae and senior outside hitter Kristine Knebel.

"I think they're a little bit more prone to error than Connecticut," said Brown. "It'll be key for us to stop Thomas. Player to player, we match up well. We should be able to control the tone if we don't let mental fatigue be a factor, since it will be our third match of the weekend."

Several of Notre Dame's players are near the top of the Big East in statistics this season. Junior middle blocker Mary Leffers, who has started just two matches since returning from off-season surgery, leads the league in blocks and percentage (.462) and blocking at two blocks per game. Freshman Kristy Kreher is second in hitting and sophomore setter is fourth in assists.

Overall, the Irish are first in the Big East in team hitting percentage and fourth in team assists.

Senior captain Lindsay Treadwell has increased her career hitting percentage to .310, and remains first in the Irish record books. Boylan moved into fourth place for career assists against Illinois State, and is second in career assist average at 11.91.

This weekend's matches continue a seven-match road trip for the Irish.
CELEBRATING BORN ON THIS DAY: John Lennon, Sean Lennon, Jackson Browne, Zachary Ty Bryan.
Happy Birthday! Life can be pretty good if you don’t worry about what to do with your money. You learn to do things other people do, but you do it better than them.

Your numbers: 7, 19, 21, 36, 45.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): It’s time to get involved in activities that will enable you to help those less fortunate. Take a friend or family member out to dinner, and use your generosity to make someone’s day.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): It will be best to listen to what others have to say rather than to voice your opinion. Work on making personal and professional relationships a priority.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You have been hanging out in a bad neighborhood for too long. If you continue like this, you will experience difficulty and setbacks.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Don’t rely on others to complete jobs that you are capable of doing. You can tell that someone you work with will not be as useful as they had suggested.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You need to get out and enjoy yourself. You have been spending a little too much time with work, and self-esteem.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Work on getting along better with others, or your personal life will suffer.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You need to spend a little time doing something that will enable you to help those less fortunate. Take a friend or family member out to dinner, and use your generosity to make someone’s day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Make career changes that will be beneficial. You need to let your current position be the stepping stone. You need to jump if you can.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): It’s time to mingle and get to know one another all over again.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Problems on the home front will be cleared up quickly if you delegate them fairly. The elimination being made will be beneficial to everyone involved.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Work on getting along better with others, or your personal life will suffer. You need to spend a little time with your mate. You need to get to know the other all over again.

ACROSS
1 Horace volume
2 Cabinet name
3 Door levers
4 Volcanic flow
5 Give — for one’s money
6 Film director
7 Film director
8 Washington medical center
9 Traitor to Norway
10 Nipper
11 Source of a rubber product
12 Revolutionary muscle spasm
15 Entry number
16 Unspecified number
17 President
18 penalty
19 Traitor to Christ
20 Heavily laughs
21 Shakespeare
22 Clock
23 Ausable bird
24 Alphabet sequence
25 Bomb of a bomb
26 Dupin creator
27 Do technical film work
28 City known for rubber products
29 Traitor to the United States
30 TV
31 American language
32 Con
33 Motorcycle maker
34 Beer
35 Hypothetical chain of events
36 Expanding
37 Polygamist
38 Cable stapler
39 Expanse
40 More and main predecessor
41 Enterprise competitor
42 "Make ___ — (6 letters long)"
43 O.K. Corral fight
44 Say no to
45 Arbor Merlin
46 Pope's creation
47 Place of transplantation
48 Singer
49 Newton-John
50 Lakes in St. Cathedrals
51 Gets around
52 Dollar brand
53 White House
54 Club
55 President of 1900
56 Not his or hers
57 Clock
58 You may get a peep out of this
59 Like a pendulum's path
60 Paid spots
61 Today
62 Cone bearer
63 Basketball showdown
64 Kanoalawe instruments
65 Tempe sch.
66 Traffic snarker
67 Outlaw
68 Comedian
69 Star Wars' knight
70 Shower
71 Sea rock
72 Finishes with
73 Ridiculous
74 Scamp
75 Agenda part
76 "Bye"
77 Time for a President or a convict
78 Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5656 (75¢ each minute).

■ OF INTEREST

MEC Festival—The Multicultural Executive Council Festival takes place today at Reckers. There will be a free chat from 12-1 p.m., and a preview on "Culture on the Quad" from 4:30-5:30 p.m. Fr. Keough will speak on "Oceanic Spirituality." Habitat for Humanity Opening Mass—11 a.m. plan for Humanity is celebrating Mass at the Grotto on Sunday, Oct. 11, at 5 p.m. in celebration of the start of construction on their new house. Father Jim Liles will be presiding. In the event of rain, the Mass will take place at Zahn Hall.

You can sink the Titanic, but the Observer will never stop reporting.
**Women's Soccer**

By BRIAN KESSLER

The Notre Dame women's soccer team takes its 10-1 record east this weekend, heading into the first two games of a six-game road trip. The second-ranked Irish will battle Boston College on Friday before heading to Rhode Island to take on Providence on Sunday.

"I think this is going to be a good week for us because we're coming off a good week," co-captain Jen Grubb said. "It will give us a good idea of where we're at and whether or not we've turned the corner yet. It's important because it's a good week for us because we're at Alumni Field, the Irish dropped a tough one — a 5-1 loss at top-ranked North Carolina."

The Irish have proved they are unstoppable at home, boasting a school-record 46-game unbeaten streak.

"I think we've proved it on the road," head coach Randy Waldrum said. "We've got to prove itself on the road."

In their last game away from Alumni Field, the Irish dropped a tough one — a 5-1 loss at top-ranked North Carolina. Since then, however, the Irish have recorded six straight shutouts, including a 5-0 win over Butler and an 8-0 thrashing of Georgetown last weekend.

Sophomore Mentsis Eriksson broke through for four goals in those two games. "Obviously being out for the summer hurt her, but she's, getting back into it and did a great job for us last weekend," Grubb said.

With Eriksson two scores on Sunday, she now stands just two goals shy of tying Cindy Daws' school record of 61 career goals.

"She's been one of the better players for us this season," Grubb said. "For her sake I hope she reaches it."

Sophomore sensation Anne Makinen also had two goals on Sunday against Georgetown; however the Irish will be without her services for the second time this season, as she will be trying to help her native Finland qualify for the World Cup.

"We always miss her when she's away," Grubb said. "She's a great player and she's a great person."

See SOCCER / page 22

**Men's Soccer**

Men's team faces California foes

Reggie McKnight dribbles the ball past a defender in a recent game. The men's soccer team heads out west this weekend to take on Santa Clara and Saint Mary's.

By ANTHONY BIANCO

None of the Irish expected to enter into the records books with a statistic that they will not be able to break anytime soon.

Then again, they have done just that every time they stepped on a field in recent games.

The Irish have headed into the overtime period to determine a winner in each of the past six games. They have only taken advantage of the sudden-death format twice, while taking one loss and finishing three other games in a deadlock.

The Irish are hoping that a clash out West will allow them to shatter that streak, giving them a set of wins rather than a pair of ties. The Irish will play two of the West Coast Conference's members in the teams of Santa Clara and Saint Mary's tonight and Sunday, respectively.

The Irish began their non-conference stretch last Tuesday at home against IUPUI. A storm kept the first half to a slow start, and it wasn't till the overtime period that a goal was scored.

Freshman forward Shane Walton netted the game winner. Walton leads the team with six goals.

See MEN'S / page 20

**Hockey**

Icemen begin CCHA conference play at home

By TED BASSANI

Fresh off a 2-1 victory over Wisconsin last Saturday night in Madison, the Irish hockey team opens its home schedule this weekend with games versus Lake Superior State and Western Michigan. This weekend also marks the opening of the CCHA schedule for the Irish.

The win last weekend versus Wisconsin was certainly a confidence-builder for the team, but according to freshman defenseman Sam Cornelius, the Irish are still starting from scratch.

"For us, Wisconsin was a good tune-up, but this is the beginning of our season," said Cornelius.

By most accounts, the Irish are in the tough conference in college hockey from top to bottom, including the likes of defending national champions Michigan and the top-10 ranked teams of Michigan State and Ohio State.

The one word which best sums up CCHA hockey is physical.

"There are no easy opponents in this conference, every game is crucial," said head coach Dave Poulin. "Every game can decide whether or not your team makes the playoffs, whether or not your team finishes in the top four for home ice in the playoffs. The intensity is felt game to game as well as shift to shift."

Cornelius will get his first taste of CCHA play this weekend, but the games may be a little different than those he saw at Edina High School in Minnesota last year.

"CCHA games are faster and more physical than the games I'm used to," said Cornelius. "Games are played with much more intensity at this level."

Coming off a big road win is nothing new to the Irish. Last year the team scored big wins at Wisconsin, Michigan State and Ohio State in addition to a playoff win in Ann Arbor.

A common storyline last season, however, was the team's lack of a home ice advantage, going 6-8-4 last season at the Joyce Center, a storyline which the team is looking to change this season.

"Certainly, one of our goals this year is to be a better home team than we were last year," said captain Brian Urick. "I'm just tough to put a finger on exactly why the Irish played so well on the road while playing like an average team at home last season."

It was not a matter of the team lacking confidence or seeing HOCKEY / page 19

**Soccer**

Ladies travel to New England, look to continue success

The Notre Dame Women's Soccer team travels east this weekend to play Boston College, Rhode Island and Providence. The team hopes to improve upon its 10-1 record this season.
The Bus Is Back

The latest in a storied line of Irish fullbacks. Jamie Spencer is ready to live up to the legends of Bettis and Edwards. At the mid-point of this season, Spencer looks to pave the way for the Irish running game.
At last, the hero, having completed 20 of 30 passes for 242 yards and giving one of the best performances of his collegiate career. Instead, he slinked away in the shadows of Tony Rice.

The Irish quarterback turned in a stunning performance in the air, completing eight of 16 passes for a career-high 195 yards. He made a spectacular 57-yard reception to Rocket Ismail for 21 yards in the second quarter. Rice had four receptions for 96 yards. Miami's defensive star of the game, besides Walsh, was wide receiver Andre Brown. He scored the first and last touchdowns for Miami. Brown made an eight-yard reception for Miami's first points. It was his last catch for which he will be remembered—an 11-yard, awe-inspiring grab to boost Miami to within one point of Notre Dame.

The story, of one the biggest games in college football history lies with the number of turnovers. This is where the fifth-ranked Hurricanes had the upper hand over the top-ranked Hurricanes. Seven turnovers by Miami did not stop their offense unit, it merely slowed them. It was the play of free safety Pat Terrell that killed Miami. Terrell raved the Hurricane offense, especially on two specific plays. He snagged one of Walsh's passes and returned it 60 yards for a touchdown. The single play which dashed all hopes of a win and Miami's 36-game regular season winning streak, came from Terrell. His outstretched arms batted down Walsh's last ditch effort at a win. The two-point conversion was no good.

Some say that call by Miami head coach Jimmy Johnson was a gamble. One thing is for sure—the man-to-man coverage by Terrell on the Hurricanes' Leonard Conley left no hope of victory for Johnson and Co. With 45 seconds remaining in the game, all Notre Dame had left to do was run out the clock to secure another win in its dream season. "This was a win by the Notre Dame spirit," Holtz said. "This was a win by the spirit of a group of guys who refused to fold. It was a great game of two great teams who just competed as hard as anything I've ever seen."

This game signaled not only a win, but the end of an era, the end of Hurricane domination. No longer would Notre Dame have to live under the humiliation of a 58-7 loss in 1985. As the remaining seconds ticked away, Notre Dame fans stormed the field celebrating what the final numbers read: Irish 31, Miami 30.
Snyder said the group as a whole, as opposed to specific players, have recently risen to the occasion. "They all have improved," he said. "I think the play of Eric Fields — I mean, if he just keeps coming. He's not a veteran player right now, but if he keeps coming, he is going to be really a fine football player at this level. Erik Flowers (is better). You know, Albrecht Battle really had a fine football game against USC. So I think our front is getting better, which helps everybody.

"Our defense is maturing and growing. In terms of rushing the passer, we're getting more hurries and more sacks each week, so that's an improvement." Snyder also said he was satisfied with his team's fussy, upbeat attitude in practices leading up to the USC game and the game itself pointing to that as another reason for his team's improvement. "In terms of the aggressiveness of our team, I'm really pleased with how we took the field and how hard we played," he added. "The team was really focused. We have really developed, over the last three weeks, heart and courage and toughness. That I'm very pleased with.

"I heard somebody say (something) once about driving a race car, and coaching a football team is like that. What you want to do is keep the throttle down, out of the way of the floorboard, and try to negotiate every turn as you go through the next. Sometimes you can hit the wall.

"But I think over the course of a long period of time, we're going to win a lot of games — just by aggressive play, (playing) as smart as you can and as aggressive as you can be — further down the road." Snyder also reiterated that the season is not lost, and the team has not gotten down on itself. "They know they have the ability to be good," he said. "We're not a team right now. But we're very close. And they know that. So from that standpoint, I think there's an appreciation for how good we could be if we do it right."

Quarterback Ryan Kealy, knocked mildly unconscious on the third play of the game on Saturday by USC linebacker Chris Claiborne, will most likely start for ASU against Notre Dame, Snyder said.

Kealy, who briefly blacked out as a result of the hit, did not return to the game. He was replaced by Chad Elliott, who had his ups and downs in his first significant chunk of college playing time.

Elliott threw a costly fourth quarter interception and at times looked out of sync with the rest of the offense, but he also connected with Kenny Mitchell on a touchdown pass, and displayed gritty determination after coming into a difficult situation. "You could tell he hasn't played, or we couldn't have the tape based on some of the decisions and the communication," Snyder said. "But he proved to have the talent we thought he would have. He loves to throw the football."

---

**Quarterbacks - Even**

Jackson had a career day last week against Stanford, showing glimpses of Tony Rice, but has been erratic throwing the ball at times. Kealy was first team freshman All-American last year and is averaging 230 passing yards a game this year but his team's mediocre year has taken a toll on him emotionally.

**Linebackers - ND**

Minor showed flashes of his old form last week, while Irons and Howard have been solid all year. Underized linebacker Adam Archuleta is ASU's leading tackler on an inexperienced unit.

**Running Backs - ND**

Dense and Redmond are two of the top backs in the nation. Redmond is capable of a score every time he touches the ball, while Dense is more of a workhorse. Spencer has been a great game last week and should be given more carries as the season progresses.

**Secondary - ASU**

NO must be ready for a 'Fright Night' come Saturday. Mitchell 'Fright Night' Friedman, the 6-0, 207-pound free safety who is one of the biggest hitters in the nation. CB Courtney Jackson is an all-Pac 10 performer. Driver, Cooper and company held Stanford to 5.7 yards per attempt last week.

**Receivers - ASU**

An experienced Lenzie Jackson leads a deep receiving corps which has had different players with at least two receptions in the first four games. Other key receivers include Kenny Mitchell and Tariq McDonald. Johnson has been the best of the NO bunch, accounting for over 40 percent of the catches so far, and Brown must become more involved in the offense.

**Special Teams - ASU**

Redmond is the nation's best kickoff returner, while freshman Stephen Baker handles both the kickoff and punting responsibilities, with his 48.2 punting average ranking second in the nation. The Irish kicking game has declined as of late, including a 16-yard punt by Smith and the Cardinal had good field position all day.

**Defensive Line - ND**

No's 0-100-200 yards rushing last week was impressive, but consistency has been a problem. ASU's offense has not been very strong, allowing 214 rushing yards to BYU and junior college All-Americans Junior Ioane and Erik Flowers have not panned out.

**Overall -ND**

Last week's win brought back glimpses of '98, hopefully this week won't bring back glimpses of Michigan State. NO's offense finally clicked last week, and showed that they can run the ball as well as any team. If Jackson continues to hit his open receivers, this could be the start of a magical run.
Back ing the option with a little muscle

By ANTHONY BLANCO
Assistant Sports Editor

Notre Dame’s return to good-old option football has left a trail of defeated defenses that are still baffled by the Irish game plan. The rush attack, spearheaded by Jarious Jackson and Autry Denson, has crushed opponents with an average of 222 yards on the ground a game.

But leading the way for every good rushing attack is a steamroller. For the Irish, that steam has boiled down to fullback Jamie Spencer, the team’s other backfield threat. Like the resurrection of the option, Spencer’s senior year has been much like a second coming — the coming of a playmaker.

Spencer’s top-shelf hits have prevented defenses from setting up play finishing tackles. Time and time again, his plowing has left the back door open for Jackson and Denson to put their finishing touches on one of their plays.

"I think as long as I am consistent and remain stable in that position and make sure that its not something they have to worry about getting done, then they can just do their thing and everything will come naturally," said Spencer on the results of the rushing game so far this year.

And naturally is how it has developed. Despite moving the season with a new quarterback and a new offensive backfield, the Irish have played like pros since they went to the ground assault. They have blasted opposing defenses on the run and rush and Spencer has provided the bang.

"Jarius’s a good threat," Jackson said. "He’s great on blocking and I wouldn’t exchange him for anyone. He sticks on blocks and when he runs you get holes. He definitely opens them up.

The holes have been like Swiss cheese for the backfield, allowing the guys he blocks for to have career seasons. Jackson has already established himself as one of Notre Dame’s premier option signalcallers and last weekend he became the first quarterback since David Baltimore in 1944 to gain 100-plus yards rushing and passing in the same game.

Of course, Denson keeps building toward Irish immortality as he continues to chip away at Vargas Ferguson’s all-time career rush list.

But it hasn’t been just Jarious and Autry racking up the yards this year. Spencer has made his share of spotlight appearances in 1998. After struggling in the first three games, splitting carries on one of their plays.

The holes have been like Swiss cheese for the backfield, allowing the guys he blocks for to have career seasons. Jackson has already established himself as one of Notre Dame’s premier option signalcallers and last weekend he became the first quarterback since Tony Rice in 1985 to gain 100-plus yards rushing and passing in the same game.

Besides paying the way for Jackson (7) and Denson, Spencer (33) showed he is a nothing threat, racking up 80 yards on 10 carries, but also gave future opponents a new fear. The Irish option, initially a double threat, has quickly grown to include another poison — Jamie Spencer.

"He’s worked himself in the position to play the best football of his career," commented head coach Bob Davie. "With him running with the football, that adds another option to our offense. With him being productive, anytime you’ve got the fullback in there that makes them defend one more thing."

Last Saturday, for the first time since the 1995 Air Force game when Randy Kinder, Denson, and Marc Edwards accomplished the feat, three Irish players rushed for at least 80 yards.

Ironically enough, Spencer’s best game has landed him right next to Edwards in the record book. Spencer registered his first significant playing time two years ago when an injured Edwards was forced to sit out of the game. Edwards, a senior captain, taught Spencer the ins and outs of playing the fullback position at Notre Dame.

"He taught me what was expected of the fullback position," Spencer said. "With him being one of the greatest, I picked up on a lot of things he did and the way that he worked. He gave me a lot of insight on what to do and what is expected of me."

After stepping up to fill in for Edwards, his 5.8-yard average as a sophomore virtually guaranteed him a starting spot his junior year. But the offseason wasn’t as kind to him as the season was. Missing the greater part of the 1997 preseason with a knee and ankle injury, Spencer spent most of last season fighting just to get playing time.

"The problem with the injuries," explained Spencer, "was that it was a bad luck thing. Rather than fighting and trying to make things work this season like I did last year, I’ve focused more on playing hard and being consistent. That has helped me stay consistent and healthy so far this year."

This season gave him the opportunity to rise to the front as he battled with Goodspeed for the starting spot earlier this season. Spencer never asked for the call and has provided a ring of his own.

"Competition always brings out the best," Spencer said. "Me and Joe have been competing a long time for this position and we knew someone had to step up and play. I asked myself, ‘Why not me, why couldn’t it be me to raise up and take it to that position.’"

The Irish know that Spencer’s position entails all things offense, from blocking to running to catching balls out of the backfield. And that’s exactly how the triple threat will keep the opposition guessing.

"He’s a good blocker, but at the same time, every now and then we’ll give him the rock up the middle when the defense least expects it," Jackson said.

That’s fine with him, as long as he’s on the field fighting for the Irish. In his eyes he’s just another blocker and he couldn’t be happier out of the spotlight.

"In doing my job, with everything everyone else does and everyone else sees, I’m just another man in the backfield. I run the right way and make the right blocks, and let Jarious and Autry do the running," he said.

Spencer may consider himself to be just another blocker, but Irish fullbacks with Spencer’s kind of talent always seem to find a piece of the spotlight in the end.
The Sun Devils have one of the most dangerous offensive weapons in the league in tailback J.R. Redmond. He has the luxury of running behind one of the best blocking fullbacks in the nation, Jeff Paulk. Howard and Friday will have to fight Paulk and wrap up Redmond somehow before he causes damage. Redmond sometimes does get a catch of a fumble. Turnovers will be a huge factor in this game and the line backers need to start making some more plays. Minor looked better last week and should be even better this week. This game is a pivotal point for the Irish and Minor should thrive in a game of this magnitude.

If he can make some plays it'll be contagious and young Grant Irons or even Anthony Deman could make a mark. Ronnie Nicks got into the Stanford game and is one of the heaviest hitters for the Irish. He could provide a lift in the Arizona desert.
Senior leadership crucial to Irish success

By JOEY CAVATO
Associate Sports Editor

Senior leadership crucial to Irish success

Haven’t we been here before?

It takes an attention span slightly longer than a three-year-old to remember what happened the last time Notre Dame hit the road after an impressive victory.

There is no need for fans to recollect what happened in East Lansing, but the team sure better. Arizona State is unranked and is 2-3, but it has loads of speed and talent, and there is no doubt that the Irish will get the Sun Devils’ best game of the season. The hosts are even favored by three and a half points.

This was supposed to be the Arizona State team that made a run at the national title. But the Devils find themselves in a living hell having already lost three games including one to the Cougars of BYU.

Now Notre Dame brings in the spotlight of national television to Sun Devil Stadium and the hosts will fight their best fight to defend their turf.

The 73,000 fans will be raucous. The weather will be hot and the Irish will need a special effort. Look to the 21 seniors to provide that effort.

Now is their time. A win puts the Irish into the top 20 with a 4-1 record and only two real challenges remaining on the slate, Louisiana State at home and Southern Cal on the road.

The Class of 1999 was supposed to bring the national championship, but fate hasn’t had that magic in the cards. Since they stopped on campus in the fall of 1995, Notre Dame is a modest 27-13. The seniors had to deal with a coaching change midway through. It was called upon prematurely to carry the burden with subpar classes ahead of them.

The 1998 NFL draft selected just one player from Notre Dame. Now Notre Dame brings in the spotlight of national television to Sun Devil Stadium and the hosts will fight their best fight to defend their turf.

The question remains: can the momentum be maintained?

This is a big game because it’s our next game and our next game is always a big game,” Minor said. We’re capable of playing great football when we want to.”

Let’s hope Minor and his classmates can help the Irish avoid a case of deja vu.
**Bulldogs ready to challenge Volunteers**

By BRIAN KESSELL
Assistant Sports Editor

After last weekend's 28-27 upset victory over LSU, No. 7 Georgia is back between the hedges to take on SEC foe Tennessee.

The fifth-ranked Volunteers were victorious over Auburn, but the 72-59 win came at a great expense. Sophomore tailback Jamal Lewis tore the lateral collateral ligament in his right knee and underwent season-ending surgery earlier this week.

"He is through for the year, although there's a chance he could be back for a bowl game, but that's unlikely," Volunteers coach Phillip Fulmer said.

The loss of Lewis means that Tennessee quarterback Tee Martin will have to pick up the slack.

Since he has completed only 44.3 percent of his passes (35-of-79) for 590 yards and seven touchdowns, he has two interceptions, but has rushed for 120 yards and a score on 29 carries.

Sophomores Travis Stephens and Travis Henry will take over for Lewis at the tailback spot.

The loss of Lewis throws Tennessee's advantage right out the window.

In addition, the Bulldogs are out to avenge last year's embarrassing 38-13 loss.

A year ago, Georgia coach Jim Donnan stormed off the field claiming there was no penalty called on the Volunteers for the apparent pass interference.

"I don't know if they were trying to run the game up," Georgia linebacker Dustin Donnan said.

"But we were disappointed in how we played, because we could have played better. We just let too many things get to us, like the crowd noise. We got behind too soon and let it get away from ourselves. I just hope it's going to be a whole lot better this year."

Georgia has lost seven straight to Tennessee, with their last win over the Volunteers coach Donnan stormed off the field claiming there was no penalty called on the Volunteers for the apparent pass interference.

"We were disappointed in how we played, because we could have played better. We just let too many things get to us, like the crowd noise. We got behind too soon and let it get away from ourselves. I just hope it's going to be a whole lot better this year."

Georgia has only won three straight with the loss of Lewis, but their overall record has improved to 6-0.

"But we need to give the team a little spark on defense," coach Bob Toledo said.

"No. 6 Florida and No. 12 LSU headline this weekend's second big game in the SEC Conference."

"The third-ranked UCLA Bruins will have their hands full this weekend when they battle No. 11 Arizona. UCLA has not won in Tucson since 1988, but it has won a school-record 13 straight games."

"The Bruins will also have to fill the void left by Tailback Jermaine Lewis, the Bruins' leading rusher and one of the nation's top scorers who was suspended from the team's game against Mississippi State due to his involvement in fight over the weekend."

"He's been in a fight; there's a police report," coach Bob Toledo said. "When it gets to that point, there's a suspension. Supposedly, it wasn't his fault."

"So far this season, Lewis had gained 270 yards on 53 carries, nearly half of the Bruins' rushing yards in their three games. Lewis also leads the team with eight touchdowns. Keith Brown will make the start in his place."

"Cade McNown is off to a quick start for the Bruins. He has completed 51-of-81 passes for 859 yards and five touchdowns."

"Arizona corner back Chris McAllister is one of the nation's best at his position and will look to shutdown McNown's targets."

"The Wildcats will be riding an emotional high after last week's last minute victory. George Jenkins somersaulted into the end zone with four seconds left to give the Wildcats a 31-29 victory over Washington."

"Keith Smith and Jenkins will continue to split duty at quarterback. They have combined for 1,263 pass yards and nine touchdowns.

"The PAC-10 title could be up for grabs in this showdown."

**Bulldog tailback Robert Arnaud will look to lead his squad to an upset of Tennessee.**

**No. 6 Florida and No. 12 LSU headline this weekend's second big game in the SEC Conference.**

**The Gators will be looking to avange last year's 28-21 loss to the Tigers at Death Valley. That loss ended Florida's 25-game win streak in the conference. This year, LSU hopes to break another run — Florida's school record 24-game home win streak.**

"Gator coach Steve Spurrier had been rotating quarterbacks Jesse Palmer and Doug Johnson, but has decided to go with one for this weekend's showdown in Gainesville."

"(They) have played almost identically, but we need to give one of them the opportunity to lead the offense," Spurrier said. "We hope one quarterback will give us the little spark on offense."

"That quarterback will be Palmer who has completed 60 percent of his passes and thrown for six touchdowns."

"Last weekend, Florida snuck out a 16-10 win over Alabama. The Gators need a win to stay in the hunt for the SEC East title. The Gators lost to Tennessee earlier this year."
THE FIGHTING IRISH OF NOTRE DAME VS. THE SUN DEVILS OF ARIZONA STATE